Scalar imaging algorithms originally developed for the processing of remote sensing measurements (e.g., the synthetic-aperture radar method) or seismic reflection data (e.g., the Gazdag phase-shift method) are commonly used for the processing of ground-penetrating radar (GPR) data. Unfortunately, these algorithms do not account for the radiation characteristics of GPR source and receiver antennas or the vectorial nature of radar waves. We present a new multicomponent imaging algorithm designed specifically for vector electromagnetic-wave propagation. It accounts for all propagation effects, including the vectorial characteristics of the source and receiver antennas and the polarization of the electromagnetic wavefield. A constant-offset source-receiver antenna pair is assumed to overlie a dielectric medium. To assess the performance of the scalar and multicomponent imaging algorithms, we compute their spatial resolution function, which is defined as the image of a point scatterer at a fixed depth using a single frequency. Application of the new multicomponent imaging algorithm results in a circularly symmetric resolution function, demonstrating that the radiation characteristics of the source and receiver antennas do not influence the derived image. In contrast, the two tested scalar imaging algorithms return distinctly asymmetric resolution functions with incorrect phase characteristics, which could result in erroneous images of the subsurface when these algorithms are applied to GPR data. The multicomponent and two scalar imaging algorithms are tested on data acquired across numerous buried objects with various dielectric properties and different strike directions. Phase differences between the different images are similar to those observed in the synthetic examples. Of the tested algorithms, we conclude that the multicomponent approach produces the most reliable results.
INTRODUCTION
The shallow subsurface is of growing importance for many engineering projects, environmental issues, and archaeological investigations. As a consequence, it is often necessary to obtain images of the shallow subsurface that allow the position and character of buried objects and the composition of the host sediments or rocks to be determined. Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) is a high-resolution electromagnetic tool that has been employed successfully in numerous near-surface studies (Davis and Annan, 1989) .
Because of similarities between electromagnetic and acoustic (seismic) prospecting methods, seismic imaging techniques are routinely used for the processing of GPR data Mast and Johansson, 1994; Grasmueck, 1996; Lehmann and Green, 1999; Binningsbø et al., 2000; LopezSanchez and Fortuny-Guasch, 2000 portant differences between electromagnetic and acoustic phenomena, the most significant of which is the vectorial character of electromagnetic waves compared to the scalar nature of acoustic waves. The vectorial radiation characteristics of an elementary antenna show marked angle-dependent amplitude and polarization variations (Annan et al., 1975; Engheta et al., 1982) .
Recently, the radiation characteristics of elementary antennas have been taken into account during the processing of several GPR data sets. Moran et al. (2000) used a modified Kirchhoff integral by employing a half-space interfacial radiation pattern. Lehmann et al. (2000) combined coincident georadar data sets acquired with two pairs of parallel sourcereceiver antennas, one oriented perpendicular to the other, to obtain a "pseudoscalar" wavefield. This pseudoscalar wavefield data set was imaged using a standard 3D Kirchhoff timemigration scheme. Van Gestel and Stoffa (2000) modified a regular Kirchhoff migration algorithm by limiting the migration to those paths that fall within specified angles of orientation. All of these applications were based on scalar imaging algorithms with knowledge of the radiation characteristics of elementary GPR antennas employed heuristically to obtain improved images. Wang and Oristaglio (2000) derived a vectorial GPR imaging algorithm using the generalized Radon transform. However, they did not fully account for variations of amplitude in the forward model used in their imaging operator. Hansen and Johansen (2000) derived a vectorial inversion scheme that takes into account the planar air-soil interface. However, this scheme cannot be used for objects buried close to the interface.
A new imaging (migration) algorithm designed explicitly for electromagnetic wave phenomena is presented here. Like many imaging algorithms, it consists of two basic steps, the first of which accounts for the propagation effects of each frequency component of the electromagnetic wavefield. The so-called forward wavefield extrapolator describes the propagation of an electromagnetic wavefield from a source antenna to a receiver antenna via an arbitrary point scatterer (Figure 1 ). It includes the vectorial radiation characteristics of the dipole source and receiver antennas, and the polarization of the electromagnetic wavefield. The inverse wavefield extrapolator describes the reverse process (i.e., backward propagation). The second step of the imaging algorithm [the imaging principle of Claerbout (1971) ] involves the summation of all backward-propagated positive and negative frequency components. It returns the final image as a pattern of physical property contrasts in the space domain.
In its present form, the new multicomponent imaging algorithm is designed to migrate wavefields scattered from objects embedded within a homogeneous half-space. Since GPR velocities are usually quite uniform over large regions, such that many investigators use a single velocity function in their processing and imaging, we suggest that computations based on arbitrary scatterers within a homogeneous half-space are reasonable first-order approximations for many GPR data sets. By properly taking into account the radiation characteristics of the antennas and the polarization of the propagating electromagnetic wavefield, markedly improved images are obtained with this algorithm.
FIG.
1. Four possible source-receiver configurations on a surface A above a volume V : vector electric fields from two source antenna orientations at x S can be received by two receiver antenna orientations at x R . Scatterer at x c has physical property contrast χ . We begin our contribution by presenting a general scattering formalism that describes the response of an arbitrary point scatterer to an incident electromagnetic wavefield. Next, we show that the scattering equation can be expressed as a convolution of the forward wavefield extrapolator with the physical property contrast between the scatterer and the host medium. After discussing multicomponent scattering in heterogeneous media and introducing multicomponent wavefield extrapolators for a homogeneous medium and a homogeneous half-space, the multicomponent inverse wavefield extrapolator is considered. At this stage, inverse wavefield extrapolators for the wellknown synthetic aperture radar (SAR) and Gazdag phase-shift algorithms are also reviewed. Both of these are scalar imaging algorithms. Key aspects of the imaging principle (Claerbout, 1971) as applied to the multicomponent and scalar imaging algorithms are then examined. Finally, the performances of the imaging algorithms are tested in two ways. One test involves comparing the respective spatial resolution functions, which are defined as the images of a point scatterer in a homogeneous medium (or a homogeneous half-space) using a single frequency component. For the second test, complete threedimensional (3D) images are computed from a complex experimental field data set.
Several critical properties of the multicomponent and the two scalar imaging algorithms are best demonstrated for the ideal case of a point scatterer located within a homogeneous medium. To maintain the flow of the paper, derivations of key equations for this simple case have been relegated to Appendices. Analytic solutions for the forward wavefield extrapolator in a homogeneous medium and a homogeneous half-space are described in Appendix A. We demonstrate in Appendix B that inverse wavefield extrapolators derived for individual components of the forward wavefield extrapolator in a homogeneous medium have unbounded amplitudes. Similar conclusions can also be drawn for the equivalent half-space problem. Finally, analytic representations for the spatial resolution functions of the tested imaging algorithms are derived in Appendix C. Although the homogeneous full-space model is not physically plausible, it allows us to demonstrate in a straightforward manner the limitations and potential of the multicomponent and two scalar imaging algorithms.
SCATTERING FORMALISM FOR AN ARBITRARY HETEROGENEOUS MEDIUM
We begin by assuming that we can deploy our source and receiver antennas in two different orientations, thus providing the possibility of four source-receiver configurations (Figure 1 ). The linearized expression for the scattering formalism based on the Born approximation is given bŷ
where ω = 2π f ,ˆindicates the space-frequency domain, V (x c ) is the scattering volume, x = (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) with x 3 increasing downwards, and Einstein's summation convention applies to repeated subscripts; Latin subscripts can take values {1, 2, 3}, whereas Greek subscripts can take values {1, 2}. The Green's functionĜ β (x c |x S , ω) describes the propagation of the vectorial electric field emitted by a point sourceĴ β (electric current density) at position x S to a scatterer with physical property contrast χ at position x c (Figure 1 ). This scatterer can be considered as a secondary source, such that the propagation from x c towards the receiver at x R is described byĜ α (x R |x c , ω). Both Green's functions include the vectorial radiation characteristics of the dipole antennas. The contrast χ is defined as χ =η s −η, whereη s andη describe the physical properties of the scatterer and background, respectively. The quantityη is defined asη = σ + jωε, where j is √ −1, σ is the conductivity, and ε is the permittivity. It is convenient to regard the contrast χ as a complex conductivity contrast, where the imaginary part of the complex conductivity indicates a permittivity contrast. The point source can be described bŷ
whereŜ(ω) is the source wavelet, and b 1 and b 2 identify two source antenna orientations, one along the x 1 -direction and one along the x 2 -direction ( Figure 1 ). We assume that the source and receiver are present on the same horizontal plane,
FORWARD WAVEFIELD EXTRAPOLATOR

Heterogeneous medium
To simplify the inverse formulation discussed later in the text, we introduce a translated coordinate system defined by the midpoints x M = (x S + x R )/2 and the half-offsets
Homogeneous medium and homogeneous half-space
The forward wavefield extrapolators in a homogeneous medium and a homogeneous half-space for the four zero-offset source-receiver antenna configurations (
Following from equations (6)- (8), the wavefield extrapolators for the four source-receiver configurations may be combined, such that the multicomponent forward wavefield extrapolator may be written in matrix form as follows:
For a homogeneous medium,Â αβ is given by equation (A-3). Following the derivation of equation (A-7) in Appendix A, equation (9) in the wavenumber-frequency domain is obtained by carrying out a horizontal spatial Fourier transformation that results iñ
where for a homogeneous medium
For a homogeneous half-space, expressions ford are more complicated.
INVERSE WAVEFIELD EXTRAPOLATORS
The ideal inverse wavefield extrapolator should compensate for the effects of the forward wavefield extrapolator. The symbolĤ will be used to describe the different inverse wavefield extrapolators. We begin with the simplest situation, that of zero-offset source and receiver antennas within a homogeneous medium.
Multicomponent inverse wavefield extrapolator for a zerooffset source-receiver antennas within a homogeneous medium
The multicomponent inverse wavefield extrapolator is obtained by inverting the expression for the multicomponent forward wavefield extrapolator in the k-ω domain (equation (11). The inverse wavefield extrapolator is only determined in the propagating wave region; evanescent waves are ignored. This is achieved by taking the complex conjugate of the exponent in equation (11) and the inverse of the matrix in equation (12):
where * denotes complex conjugate and
Using the stationary phase approximation, the spatial equivalent of equations (13) and (14) is obtained aŝ
A simple relation betweenD andĤ mc is given bŷ
where H denotes the Hermitian (conjugate transpose) operator.
By treating the problem in this manner, single elements of the multicomponent inverse wavefield extrapolator are bounded [see equation (15)], which contrasts markedly with the unbounded wavefield extrapolators derived in Appendix B. We see now that the conversion of the individualcomponent representation of equation (4) to the explicitly combined matrix representation of equation (6) is a critical step. Our multicomponent inverse wavefield extrapolator [equations (13)- (15)] is a suitable approximate inverse of the forward wavefield extrapolator that takes into account the vectorial radiation characteristics of the dipole antennas and the propagating wavefield.
Multicomponent inverse wavefield extrapolator for common-offset source-receiver antennas on the surface of a homogeneous half-space
For a homogeneous half-space, an inverse wavefield extrapolator cannot be analytically derived. This is due to the complicated nature of the amplitudes of the forward wavefield extrapolator (see discussion in Appendix A). Nevertheless, an inverse wavefield extrapolator can be determined using numerical methods. An important secondary benefit of numerical methods is that offsets between the source and receiver antennas can be taken into account.
For this case, the Green's functions in equation (5) that contribute to the forward wavefield extrapolator of equation (8) describe the propagation of an electric field in a homogeneous half-space (Engheta et al., 1982) . To obtain the inverse wavefield extrapolator, the inner product of the two Green's functions is determined for each midpoint position x M . Subsequently, a two-dimensional spatial Fourier transformation is carried out. An inverse matrix is then numerically estimated for each k 1 -k 2 combination, resulting in a representation of the inverse extrapolator in the k-ω domain. As for the homogeneous case, the inverse wavefield extrapolator is only determined in the propagating wave region; the evanescent wave region is ignored.
SAR and Gazdag scalar inverse wavefield extrapolators
Unlike the individual inverse wavefield extrapolators discussed in Appendix B (which have unbounded amplitudes), the conventional SAR and Gazdag scalar inverse wavefield extrapolators do not consider the vector characteristics of GPR propagation and do not include amplitude information in the domains in which they are defined. SAR imaging was originally developed for remote sensing (Curlander and McDonough, 1991) . The SAR inverse wavefield extrapolator is defined in the x-ω domain by the complex conjugate of the phase shift in equation (9). Its equivalent in the k-ω domain is conveniently determined using the method of stationary phase. The SAR inverse extrapolators in the x-ω and k-ω domains arê
With k 3 defined by equation (A-8), exp( jk * 3 |x 3 |) is bounded for all k 1 and k 2 . In the seismic literature, imaging based on this extrapolator is known as diffraction-summation migration.
The inverse wavefield extrapolator that forms the basis for Gazdag phase-shift migration [see equation (45) of Gazdag (1978) ] is defined in the k-ω domain by the complex conjugate of the phase term in equation (11). Its equivalent in the x-ω is determined by the method of stationary phase. The Gazdag inverse extrapolators in the x-ω and k-ω domain arê
The SAR and Gazdag extrapolators represent simple phase shifts in the x-ω and k-ω domains, respectively.
IMAGING PRINCIPLE
The imaging principle of Claerbout (1971) involves determining a time zero for each position via a summation of all positive and negative frequency components. This allows us to write for the imaged contrast at a specific depth:
where I is the unity matrix and mc refers to the multicomponent inverse wavefield extrapolator. The approximate inverse of the multicomponent forward wavefield extrapolatorD (see equation (6) ). It is interesting to note that the multicomponent formulation required consideration of four components, whereas for an omnidirectional scatterer only two measurements are required, because the two diagonal components of χ (x)I return identical results when the reflection coefficients are equal. This may not always be the case. By analyzing the diagonal results separately, additional information about the reflectivity of the scatterer may be obtained.
By replacing the inverse multicomponent wavefield extrapolator in equation (21) with the respective scalar inverse wavefield extrapolators [equations (17) and (19)], the SAR and Gazdag image contrasts are obtained.
SPATIAL RESOLUTION FUNCTIONS
Spatial resolution functions in a homogeneous medium
The performances of the 3D multicomponent and conventional scalar inverse wavefield extrapolators are investigated by analyzing images of a point scatterer using a single frequency component. These images are a form of spatial resolution function. The spatial resolution functions are examined for a point scatterer with a real-valued (conductivity) contrast with unit amplitude. We first assume that a zero-offset sourcereceiver configuration measures on a plane within a homogeneous medium. Closed-form expressions for the forward and inverse wavefield extrapolators in the x-ω and k-ω domains enable the derivation of closed-form expressions for the spatial resolution functions of the multicomponent and Gazdag imaging algorithms (Appendix C). In this way, analytical checks of the inverse wavefield extrapolators' performances can be made. A summary of the results for the different inverse wavefield extrapolators derived in Appendix C is given in Table 1 . Since a closed-form expression for the SAR inverse wavefield extrapolator cannot be derived, the widths of its main lobes cannot be analytically determined.
The multicomponent extrapolator returns a real-valued circularly symmetric resolution function with a positive peak [equation (C-6)]. It correctly represents the properties of the point scatterer. Equal spatial resolutions for the x 1 -and x 2 -axes are obtained, whereas for the Gazdag inverse extrapolator 
Spatial resolution function in a homogeneous half-space
It is not feasible to derive closed-form expressions for the spatial resolution functions when a point scatterer is present within a homogeneous half-space. This is due to the complicated radiation characteristics of a horizontal dipole present on a dielectric half-space. Consequently, numerical methods using far-field expressions for these radiation patterns are employed (Engheta et al., 1982) . We compute the scattered electric field by using the far-field expressions for a 1-m-deep buried point scatterer with a real-valued contrast of unit amplitude. The inverse wavefield extrapolator is derived numerically using the same far-field expressions. Figure 2 shows the normalized (absolute maximum value is set to 1) real and imaginary parts of the spatial resolution functions that were obtained by using the multicomponent, SAR, and Gazdag inverse wavefield extrapolators, respectively. The normalized real and imaginary parts of the spatial resolution function obtained by using the multicomponent inverse wavefield extrapolator show a realistic positive real-valued image of the point scatterer. Both scalar imaging algorithms produce noncircularly symmetric resolution functions with nonzero imaginary contrasts. The SAR extrapolator produces dominantly negative real and relatively weak imaginary values. By comparison, the Gazdag extrapolator produces strong positive imaginary values and relatively weak real values. The negative and imaginary values shown in the center and right diagrams of Figure 2 do not represent the properties of the point scatterer, which has a positive real-valued contrast. These results are similar to those obtained from the analysis for the homogeneous medium (see Table 1 ). Note that there are markedly larger oscillations in the tails of the scalar spatial resolution functions than in the tails of the multicomponent spatial resolution function. From these synthetic results, we conclude that only the multicomponent imaging algorithm is capable of producing images that allow the magnitudes and types of low physical contrasts to be distinguished.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Description of the measurements
For the controlled experiments, a testing site was constructed at Scheveningen near The Netherlands coast. Several steel pipes with various orientations with respect to the survey lines and one plastic and several metallic spheres were buried in a large sandbox. The positions of the objects are shown schematically in Figure 3 and the properties are given in Table 2 . Measurements were made across a 3 × 4 m area using a pulse EKKO 1000 system with 900-MHz antennas (Figure 4) .
To ensure that the antenna offsets and alignments remained fixed, a rigid frame was constructed. This frame enabled data to be recorded with four source-receiver orientations ( Figure 5) . Offsets between the source and the receiver were always parallel to the survey line. Commonly used terms for describing the various source-receiver antenna configurations (perpendicular broadside, perpendicular-parallel inline, parallel-perpendicular in-line, and parallel endfire) are explained in Figure 5 . Table 2 ). Numbers refer to lines along which GPR data were acquired.
The multicomponent measurements were carried out on a survey grid consisting of 60 lines oriented in the x 2 -direction. Inline and crossline spatial sampling was set to antennas was maintained at 2 x H 2 = 35 cm, a separation that ensured no clipping of the measured electric field. A vertical stacking of 16 was used. Temporal sampling was 50 ps, and the total recording time was 50 ns.
3D imaging results
Initially, static corrections that involve aligning the maximum and minimum values of the direct air wave are applied. Our imaging algorithm assumes that only scattered signals are recorded. In reality, direct air and ground waves are also recorded. To remove these direct waves, which have a constant waveform in the case of a homogeneous top layer, simple subtraction of an average trace is carried out.
The data are imaged using an effective relative permittivity for the lower homogeneous half-space of ε r = 3.1. The radiation patterns in a homogeneous half-space and the offset between the source and receiver antennas are taken into account. Examining separately the real and imaginary parts of the spatial resolution functions is an effective way to analyze the characteristics of the diffferent imaging algorithms. When the imaging is carried out by summing all positive and negative frequency components [e.g. equation (21)], the information present in the imaginary part will not be available. This is caused by the fact that the positive frequency components are the conjugates of the negative ones. Therefore, the experimental imaging results will be analyzed using only the positive frequencies.
The imaging described by equation (21) was performed by summing 45 positive frequency components over the range 100-960 MHz. In our analysis, the source wavelet was not taken into account. As a consequence, the properties of the scattered objects could not be extracted. Nevertheless, separate analyses of the real and imaginary parts of the images allowed the performances of the different imaging algorithms to be assessed.
Multicomponent measurements were carried out using the four inline source-receiver combinations displayed in Figure 5 . Using the multicomponent imaging algorithm, the perpendicular-broadside configuration (E 11 ) and the perpendicular-parallel in-line configuration (E 21 ) measurements were combined to yield the contrast χ(x)I mc 11 in equation (21). Similarly, the scattered electric field measured in the parallel-perpendicular in-line (E 12 ) and the parallelendfire (E 22 ) configurations were combined to give the contrast χ(x)I mc 22 . The imaging results χ (x)I mc 22 were of noticeably lower quality than those of χ (x)I mc 11 . Markedly different degrees of overlap between the source antenna footprint and receiver antenna footprint provides a possible explanation for this observation. The overlap of source and receiver footprints for the perpendicular-broadside configuration (E 11 ) is larger than the overlap for the parallel-endfire configuration (E 22 ), resulting in higher amplitudes of the former configuration than for the latter. Because of the relatively low quality of the χ(x)I 
Equiamplitude surfaces for the multicomponent imaging results in a 3D volume
To obtain an overall picture of the results, surfaces of constant absolute value in the image domain were used to depict the different objects. The thresholds for these surfaces of constant amplitude were chosen according to the maximum amplitudes of the objects. Because the different objects produced different maximum amplitudes, different thresholds were used. These are indicated in Figure 6a for the multicomponent imaging results χ (x)I mc 11 . In Figures 6b and 6c , the results are depicted for other observation angles. The metal pipes A and B have the largest amplitudes and the plastic sphere F has the smallest. Some unexplained anomalies that have amplitudes comparable to that of the plastic sphere F are also present. Because all information is contained in these pictures, they represent well the structural characteristics of the imaged objects. However, since the source wavelet characteristics have not been determined, this analysis provides little useful information on their physical properties.
Comparison between the imaging algorithms in different planes
For the homogeneous medium and half-space, we have shown that the SAR and Gazdag algorithms return images that are, respectively, 180
• and approximately 90
• out-of-phase with respect to the multicomponent results. Due to the different constants in the different imaging algorithms, the resultant amplitudes are expected to differ significantly. This is highlighted by the spatial resolution functions of Table 1 , which show amplitudes proportional to k/(2π), C/(2k), and − jC for the multicomponent, SAR, and Gazdag extrapolators, respectively. To aid the comparisons, the results of the different imaging algorithms are normalized with respect to the maximum absolute value provided by the multicomponent algorithm. The maximum absolute values for the multicomponent, SAR, and Gazdag imaging results were 149, 4.9 × 10 5 , and 4.4 × 10 6 , respectively. These values were obtained for the image of steel pipe B. For the comparisons, the images are viewed on different vertical and horizontal slices.
In Figure 7 , the real, imaginary, and absolute values of the image contrasts are plotted for x 2 = 0.95 and 0.5 < x 1 < 3, the vertical plane that intersects pipe A (see Figure 6a) . The three imaging algorithms produce different contrasts. At a depth x 3 = 0.55 m (indicated by a black arrow), the multicomponent, SAR, and Gazdag images have mainly negative real-valued, positive real-valued and negative imaginary-valued contrasts, respectively. Artefacts on either side of the steel pipe are present on the SAR image (indicated by white arrows). These are probably a result of the fact that amplitudes for large horizontal wavenumbers are relatively large for the SAR algorithm [see equation (18)]. Gunawardena and Longstaff (1998) also show that conventional SAR algorithms are limited in widebeam applications, because they are not wave-equation based.
In Figure 8 , the real, imaginary, and absolute values of the images are plotted for x 1 = 0.35 and 0 < x 2 < 3.5 (see Figure 6a ). This vertical plane intersects objects C, D, and E. Again the images are different (e.g., the amplitudes and phases for the targets differ for the different imaging algorithms). On the right side of Figure 8 , the absolute values of images obtained with the multicomponent imaging algorithm are noticeably larger than those produced by the scalar imaging algorithms.
In Figure 9 , the real, imaginary, and absolute values of the images are plotted for x 3 = 0.6 m for the region bounded by 2.3 < x 2 < 3.8 and 0 < x 1 < 3.2 (see Figure 6b ). This horizontal plane intersects objects D, E, and G. The amplitude of the image computed for the pipe G using the multicomponent imaging algorithm is larger than that obtained with the scalar imaging algorithms. This is probably due to the fact that thê E 21 -component has its maximum response when both antennas are oriented 45
• to the pipe (Daniels et al., 1988 ). Since we did not make measurements at x 2 > 3.8 m, the amplitudes of the image weaken on approaching the boundary of the sandbox. The multicomponent and SAR images for spheres D and E have the largest amplitude in the imaginary part of the images; sphere D and E have negative and positive imaginary-valued contrasts using the multicomponent algorithm, whereas they have a positive and negative imaginary-valued contrast using the SAR algorithm. By comparison, the Gazdag image has the largest amplitude in the real parts of the images for sphere D and E.
Comparison between the imaging algorithms along sections
Vertical and horizontal slices enable global comparisons between results produced by the different imaging algorithms to be made. An alternative insightful way to compare the different results is to plot the processed signals along vertical and horizontal sections that intersect the objects. Such an analysis is carried out here for the metal pipe A and the plastic sphere F. In Figure 10 , the real, imaginary, and absolute values of images computed using the three imaging procedures are plotted. The three displayed sections intersect at object A [x = (1.95, 0.95, 0.55)] and are parallel to the x 1 , x 2 , and x 3 -axes, respectively (see dashed lines in Figure 6c ). The intersection point is indicated by an arrow in each figure. These results highlight key information difficult to discern in Figure 7 for x 3 = 0.55, from which we have already observed that the SAR, Gazdag, and multicomponent images have mainly positive real-valued, negative imaginary-valued, and negative realvalued contrasts, respectively. Figure 10 confirms these observations for the respective maximum values, such that the SAR image has an opposite sign relative to the multicomponent image, and the Gazdag image has a 90
• phase shift. These results agree with those obtained for the homogeneous and half-space synthetic computations.
In the left diagrams of Figure 10 , the horizontal resolution of the multicomponent image is better than that of the scalar images, whereas in the middle diagrams of Figure 10 , the horizontal resolution of the multicomponent image is slightly inferior to the scalar images. These results are similar to those obtained from our analysis of the spatial resolution functions in a homogeneous medium (Table 1) .
In Figure 11 , the real, imaginary, and absolute values of the derived images are plotted for three sections that intersect object F at position x = (1.45, 2.7, 0.55) (for locations see the dash-dotted lines in Figure 6c ). Again, the intersection point is indicated by an arrow. For the multicomponent image, the amplitude of the peak in the imaginary part is markedly higher than that in the real part. The maximum values for the SAR and Gazdag images have a negative imaginary and a negative real-valued peak, respectively.
Due to the fact that the wavelet is not known in our study, it is not possible to obtain the physical properties of the object.
However, the phase differences that occur in the experimental data are similar to those obtained in the synthetic analyses. We anticipate that when the source wavelet is known, an analysis that provides the medium properties can be carried out.
CONCLUSIONS
A multicomponent image reconstruction technique based on the electromagnetic vectorial wave equation has been derived. It accounts for all propagation effects, including the vectorial radiation characteristics of the source and receiver antennas and the polarization of the electromagnetic wave. The result of multicomponent imaging a point scatterer located in a homogeneous medium using a single frequency component (defined here to be the spatial resolution function) is circularly sym- metric. Comparison of this result with those produced by the scalar SAR and the Gazdag imaging algorithms demonstrates the inadequacies of these algorithms; the scalar inverse wavefield extrapolators do not produce the required circular spatial resolution functions, indicating that the radiation characteristics of the source and receiver antennas influence the resultant images. Moreover, for a point scatterer with a real-valued contrast, the multicomponent image produces a real-valued peak, whereas the SAR and Gazdag images return negative realvalued and positive imaginary-valued peaks, respectively.
For a homogeneous half-space, it is not feasible to determine analytic solutions for the spatial resolution function. Fortunately, appropriate solutions can be determined numerically. Furthermore, numerical methods allow offsets between the source and receiver antennas to be taken into account. The result of multicomponent imaging a point scatterer located in a homogeneous half-space is circularly symmetric and realvalued. Both scalar imaging algorithms produce noncircularly symmetric resolution functions for antennas overlying a halfspace. Even though a positive real-valued contrast is used in the synthetic tests, the SAR extrapolator produces a negative real-valued peak and a significant nonzero imaginary-valued contrast, and the Gazdag extrapolator produces an imaginaryvalued peak and a significant nonzero real-valued contrast. These results are similar to those obtained for a homogeneous medium.
Results of multicomponent and scalar imaging experimental data have been presented. For the multicomponent imaging, the radiation patterns of the source and receiver antennas overlying a homogeneous half-space and the offset between the antennas were taken into account. Several objects were correctly imaged. Again, the SAR images had an opposite sign compared with the multicomponent images, whereas the Gazdag images had a phase shift of 90
• with respect to the multicomponent images. These results were analogous to those obtained for the point scatterer embedded within a homogeneous medium and a homogeneous half-space.
